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ABSTRACT
Aspartic proteinases (APs) are widely involved in a variety of physiological processes in plants, including development, stress resistance, and senescence. The biochemical properties of APs endow
them many useful application prospects in both industrial production and scientific research, but
there is little progress in wheat, an essential food crop. Two hundred thirty-seven members of the AP
gene family were detected in wheat, significantly bigger than those in Arabidopsis or rice. The homology and gene structure of APs showed significant differences among AP subfamilies, as well as
in the number of introns. Surprisingly, at the whole gene-family level, APs were significantly induced
by phosphorus starvation, suppressed by heat stress, but not regulated by cold stress. After infection
by Septoria tritici, APs were first suppressed but then gradually induced, and induced by Fusarium
graminearum at four days post-inoculation (DPI), and young leaves infected by Septoria tritici at 13
DPI. For biotrophic pathogens, APs gradually increased after stripe rust infection, eventually up to 3folds at whole gene family level at 11 DPI. This work provided useful information for APs in both
abiotic and biotic stresses in wheat. The differentially expressed genes could serve as promising targets in future studies of wheat stress responses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aspartic proteinases (Aps, EC3.4.23) widely exist in
monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants [1].
Most APs are most active at acidic pH and inhibited
by Pepstatin A [2]. The active site of typical APs contained two active Asp residues: Asp32 and Asp215
under X-ray diffraction crystallography [3].
HvAP (later renamed as phytepsin) was isolated from
barley grains with an optimum pH of 3.5, with cDNA
of 1863 bp, which encoded a 66 amino acids (a.a.)
presegment and a mature protein with 442 a.a. including a 104-a.a. barley-specific region [4]. Structural
analysis of barley AP proenzyme showed that the PSI
fragment formed an independent domain, and besides
prosegment, the presence of 13 residues at the Nterminal was also essential to keep the AP proenzyme
inactive [5]. The mature form of phytepsin was a heterologous dimer 40kDa (29+11) and came from a
precursor 48kDa (32+16) after processing. During its
transportation into vacuoles, the primary translation
product of phytepsin was first cleaved off N-terminal
signaling peptide, probably 25 a.a. residues [6]. The
cleavage of phytepsin occurs in the late-Golgi compartment or post-Golgi compartment [7]. The immature precursor of HvAP was likely bound to the receptor on the Golgi body membrane during sorting,
which was then packaged and transported to the vesicle, and finally located in the vacuole [5]. Another
study showed that barley AP Phytepsin detached
from the ER via the COPII-mediated pathway and
eventually entered the vacuole, which was not affected by the absence of the PSI domain [8].
In the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, 51 genes encode
APs and fall into three categories: typical AP, nucellin-like AP, and atypical AP. Most APs have a typical
signal of secretory system, with few bound with
membrane system, eight in chloroplast, and two in
mitochondrial, suggesting different physiological
functions of APs in plants [9]. Analyses of the genome database of rice revealed that 96 predictive
genes encoded AP and widely expressed in various
tissues of rice [10]. Two atypical APs named nepenthesin I and II were isolated from the pitcher fluids of
Nepenthes distillatoriatoria, with the maximum ac-
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tivity at pH2.6. These kinds of APs are very stable
and have a high percentage of cysteine residues in
their amino acid sequence. A bioinformatic study predicted that this AP could form six unique disulfide
bonds, explaining its stability at 50 degrees [11]. Another in vitro study showed that recombinant nepenthesin-1 had the optimal pH of 2.5 and was very stable at high pH, but less stable than nepenthesin-1 extracted in vivo, possibly due to lacking glycosides
modification [12]. The nepenthesin subfamilies share
only 20% homology with typical plant APs and have
a nepenthesin-type AP-specific insertion different
from typical PSI [12].
APs involve in plants’ resistance to biotic stresses.
Aspartic proteases in Arabidopsis (AT2G17760) and
Vitis vinifera (TC49155) increased their expression
levels in Arabidopsis inoculated with TMV-Cg and
Vitis vinifera inoculated with grapevine leafrollassociated virus strain 3 (GLRaV-3) [13]. The coexpression with senescence-associated genes suggested that APs could take part in the nutrients mobilization, protein degradation, and other physiological processes related to the senescence [13]. Overexpression
of CDR1, a gene encoding apoplastic AP in Arabidopsis, resulted in dwarfism and increased resistance to Pseudomonas syringae. While loss-offunction mutation of CDR1 led to susceptibility to P.
syringae compared with the wild type, during infection, CDR1 accumulated in the intercellular spaces
and produced a mobile signal peptide, which can be
inhibited by Pepstatin A and enzymatic site mutation
of CDR1 [14]. BAG6 was essential in the basic immunity of Arabidopsis thaliana against the fungus
B.cinerea, and APCB1 encodes an AP protein that
cleaves BAG6, thus to activate downstream autophagy responses to resist pathogens [15]. In brief, these
above studies suggested that AP might play a role in
resistance pathway in an indirect way.
APs are also associated with plant resistance to abiotic stresses. After drought treatment, the transcription
and the activity of APs significantly increased in
drought-susceptible beans [16]. An AP member,
ASPG1 (ASP in Guard cell 1), was up-regulated in
drought stress in potato [17]. FeAP9, a typical AP in
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buckwheat, was increased at expression level in buckwheat leaves subjected to abiotic stresses (darkness,
drought, and UV-B), injuries, and SA treatment [18].
The expression of plant aspartic proteinase A3
(PASPA3) was increased 19 fold in maize under waterlogged conditions [19]. The above results suggested the involvement of APs in the process of plant resistance to abiotic stress.
Compared with the extensive researches of APs in
model plants such as Arabidopsis and rice, there is
little progress in wheat, one of the most critical food
crops feeding 70% of people in the world. The production of wheat is strongly affected by biotic and
abiotic stresses, in which APs could play essential
roles. In this work, we analyzed the gene family of
APs in wheat using the latest genome information.
Then the expression patterns of APs in 72 tissues
along with development were analyzed. Moreover,
expression patterns of APs showed significant variations in abiotic and biotic stresses, suggesting their
essential roles in those treatments. These results could
provide beneficial information for future study of APs
in wheat.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Genome-wide identification of AP family genes
in wheat
The latest version (CS1.1) of IWGSC wheat genome
information was from Ensembl Plants (http://
plants.ensembl.org/Triticum_aestivum/) [20]. We
identified two hundred fifty-five putative genes coding for aspartic proteinase using the keyword
"aspartic proteinase." After removing different transcripts of the same genes, 237 APs had unique gene
identifiers. The genome sequence, coding sequences
(CDS), and detailed chromosome locations of each
gene were downloaded from Ensemble Plants using
the gene identifiers acquired above. We first calculated isoelectric point (pI) and molecular weight (Mw)
of each protein in ExPASy (http://web.expasy.org/
compute_pi/). We next predicted the subcellular localizations through Target1.1 Server, ChloroP1.1
Server, and SignalP5.0 [21]. The genome sequences
and CDS of each gene were then uploaded to the
Gene Structure Display website to draw the gene
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structures and calculate numbers of introns. The Gene
identifier, for example, TraesCS3B02G269300, in
which "CS” is the abbreviation of Chinese Spring,
“3B” means the third chromosome of B genome, 02G
means version1.1 and 269300 standards for the location in the chromosome.
2.2 Phylogenetic analyses and expression of APs in
wheat
The amino acid sequences of 237 aspartic proteinases
were downloaded from Ensemble Plants (http://
plants.ensembl.org/Triticum_aestivum/) and used in
the phylogenetic analysis. We constructed the phylogenetic tree using the MEGA X software using the
neighbor-joining method with the option of 500 replicates of bootstrap.
The expression data of each aspartic proteinases were
from the Wheat eFP Browser (http://bar.utoronto.ca/
efp_wheat/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi). There were 72 samples in total, but only 13 tissues worked as representatives in the figure. We produced the heatmap using
the logarithms of the original PTM values through
Graphpad Prism 8 software.
2.3 Expression of APs under stresses
RNA-Seq data were from the Wheat expression
Browser (http://www.wheat-expression.com/), including all the abiotic and biotic stress [22]. Expression
data of the 237 aspartic proteinases were extracted in
the form of primary TPM values and then transformed into log values, and draw the heatmap in
Graphpad Prism 8. The results were processed and
refined using Adobe Illustrator. We further calculated
the significance between control and the treated samples in each experiment using paired t-test in R.
2.4 Conserved Motifs analysis of APs.
The amino acid sequences of 237 aspartic proteinases
were analyzed on the Multiple Expectation Maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) web server to
identify the conserved motifs. Five motifs with high
scores were selected to draw a binary heatmap in
Graphpad prism 8. The results were refined and processed using Adobe illustrator.
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2.5 Cis-acting elements analysis in the promotors of
APs.
We used the 2.5kb UTR sequences of each aspartic
proteinases to identify Cis-acting element through
Plant
CARE
(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/
webtools/plantcare/html/). The numbers of nine stressrelated cis-acting elements in the promotors of 237
APs constituted a table and generated a binary
heatmap through Graphpad prism 8. The results were
refined and processed using Adobe illustrator. We
further investigated the correlation between the numbers of cis-element and expression level (TPM values)
under stresses using paired t-test in R.

In the phylogenetic tree, Asp1, Asp2, and NAP were
close to each other and formed an “Asp” subfamily.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Identification of AP gene family in wheat
Based on the recently released IWGSC wheat genome
annotation, we searched the wheat genome for AP
gene family members using the keywords “Aspartic
proteinase.” In total, 237 putative APs were identified
(Supplemental Table S1). The significant increases of
AP family genes in wheat compared with Arabidopsis
or rice suggest that they are likely to play essential
roles in the developmental and physiological processes of wheat. We next calculated isoelectric point (pI)
and molecular weight (Mw) of each AP and predicted
subcellular localization of each AP (Supplemental
Table S1). One hundred forty-one APs contained secretion signal peptides, and 37 APs were likely chloroplast proteins, most of which were from Aspartic proteinase nepenthesin-1 (APn1) and Aspartic proteinase
nepenthesin-2 (APn2) classes.

3.2 Expression of APs during wheat development
We next studied expression patterns of the whole AP
family genes using the RNAseq data downloaded from
the wheat eFP Browser, including 72 tissues at different developmental stages (Supplementary Table S2).
Among them, we selected 13 representative tissues
and stages to produce a heatmap to illustrate the expression patterns of all the 237 APs (Supplemental
Figure 1). The expression levels of most APn1 and
APn2 class genes were under detectable level in most
tissues, with only several APn1 class genes expressed
in grain at the Milk grain stage, suggesting their potential functions in grain development (Fig. 1). The
Asp class genes usually have higher expression levels
in multiple tissues during the whole life cycle of wheat
(Figure 1). Notably, among whole wheat developmental stages in various tissues, TraesCS1B02G434000,
TraesCS1D02G412200, and TraesCS1A02G404500
have the highest expression, and they are homeologs
of the same gene in different genomes. The expression
pattern suggested that they could play a dominant role
in AP family and are therefore named TaAP-1A, TaAP
-1B, and TaAP-1D.

Based on sequence annotations, the above 237 APs
formed the following major groups: APn1, APn2, Aspartic proteinase (Asp1), Nucellin-like aspartic protease (NAP), Aspartic proteinase (Asp2) and ASPARTIC
PROTEASE IN GUARD CELL 1 (APG1). Among
them, the APn1 class has 131 members and represents
the most abundant class. The APn2 class has 48 members and represents the second one.
We performed a phylogenetic analysis of the 237
members of APs in wheat with their amino acid sequences using the NJ method. The phylogenetic distribution agreed with the genome annotation. The phylogenetic tree showed that the AP gene family composed
six main classes, including nine subclasses (Fig. S1).

The APn1 class has 33 members in chromosome 2,
accounting for 86.8% of the total aspartic proteinase
family in chromosome 2, which is a very significant
enrichment (hypergeometric distribution, p < 0.0001).
Moreover, in chromosome 1, there are six Asp class
genes, accounting for 2/3 of the total, which represents
a significant enrichment (hypergeometric distribution,
p < 0.001). As the A, B, and D genomes each have 77,
81, and 72 AP members, respectively, there is no apparent difference among them in our analysis.

Gene structures of each gene have apparent differences between different subfamilies. The intron numbers of all the Asp class genes are over 6. Nevertheless, intron numbers of all the APn1 and APn2 class
genes are less than two. The majority of APn1 class
genes even have no intron at all (Fig. 1). The above
pattern of the gene structures is consistent with their
distribution in the phylogenetic tree, suggesting that
each subfamily could evolve independently.
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Fig. 1 Phylogenetic, expression pattern, and gene structure analyses of wheat AP family genes. Aspartic
proteinase nepenthesin-1: red, orange, and green. Aspartic proteinase nepenthesin-2: yellow. Aspartic proteinase Asp1: cyan. Nucellin-like: dark cyan. Aspartic proteinase: blue. Unclassified: pink.
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Fig.2 The stress responses of APs. (A) The expression patterns of APs in different stress treatments. The normalized logarithm of TPM values were used to produce the heatmap. The column identifier presented tissue,
age, and stress. (B) The overall expression of APs in leaves treated by heat and/or drought. (C) The overall signal of APs in roots after phosphorylation starvation for ten days. (D) The overall signal of APs in leaves inoculated with stripe rust pathogen. Data represented three biological repeats. Students’ paired t-test, * p < 0.05, ** p
< 0.01.
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3.3 Expression of AP family genes under abiotic
and biotic stresses
After collecting information in developmental
stages and tissues, we then compared the expression patterns of APs in abiotic stresses
(Supplementary Table S3, Fig. 2A). After cold
treatment at three-leaf stages, the expression of 7
APs increased, while another seven decreased in
shoots, with no significant change in the overall
APs (Students’ paired t-test p = 0.32). In contrast,
upon heat treatment for one hour, only 2 AP genes
increased while another 26 decreased their expression levels, which was a very significant decrease
at overall APs (Student paired t-test p = 0.0027)
(Supplementary Table S4, Fig. 2B). These data
suggested that APs could confer different biological functions between heat and cold stresses in
wheat. The overall expression of APs did not exhibit any significant changes after PEG6000 treatment at 2 and 12 hours, although a few low expression genes further decreased. After phosphorus
starvation, APs were induced at the whole family
level both in roots and shoots at 24 hours (Fig. 2C),
suggesting that APs could very likely involve in
either the acquisition of environmental phosphorus
or remobilization of endogenous phosphorus flux
to essential biological events.
We next checked the expression of APs in biotic
stresses, which caused 15~35% decrease in wheat
production and led to billion-dollar losses [23].
Septoria tritici infection is the cause of glume
blotch of wheat, and it gradually induced the expression of wheat APs from 4 to 13 days postinoculation (DPI), which was a significant increase
at 13 DPI. The expression of 13 genes increased,
while another 25 decreased in rachis upon F. graminearum inoculation, with around 60% reduction
of total APs. The above change represented a significant reduction (Student paired t-test p < 0.05),
suggesting that F. graminearum could suppress the
function of AP in the infection process
(Supplementary
Table
S4).
One
AP
(TraesCS4B02G102000.1), with a very significant
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increase in the RNAseq analysis, matched a probe
in the Affymetrix wheat 61k microarray
(TaAffx.21249.1.S1), which exhibited a 10-fold
increase at four days post F. graminearum inoculation [24].
Different biotrophic pathogens also regulated the
expressions of APs. After the inoculation of stripe
rust 87/66, the overall signal of APs showed significant increases from 3DPI and further increased
along with the pathogenesis, resulted over 2-fold
increase at 11 DPI (Students’ paired t-test p < 0.01;
Fig. 2D). Similarly, upon inoculation of powdery
mildew E09, an increase showed up in the AP gene
family (Students’ paired t-test p < 0.01) at 2DPI.
The above differential expression suggested that
some APs could very likely involve in wheat responses to fungal pathogens.
3.4 Conserved Motifs and Domains on APs
Conserved motifs in the APs were identified based
on their amino acid sequences on the MEME web
server. Five conserved motifs were identified
(Supplementary Table S5). Motif 1 and motif 2
exist in most of APs, while motif 3 only exists in
APn1 and APn2 subfamilies. This specificity of
APn1 and APn2 anastomosed with the low intron
numbers in their genome structure (Fig. 3). It is
worth mentioning that, motif 4 and motif 5 are
unique to the Asp class, especially those with the
highest expression level among all the whole AP
gene family. The amino acid residues DTG on motif5 and DSG on motif1 together constituted the
catalytic sites DTG/DSG of the typical aspartic
proteinases [25].
Six genes on the bottom of the phylogenetic tree,
however, have no common conserved motifs at all.
Future AP biochemical activity analyses of these
APs would contribute to improve the accuracy of
wheat genome annotation or increase our understanding of AP.
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Fig. 3 Conserved motifs in APs. Purple means the existence of the conserved motif, while orange means missing of the corresponding motif in the protein.
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Fig. 4 Cis-Acting elements in promoters of AP gene family. Nine stress-related cis-acting elements were presented. The
numbers of elements varies from 0 to 40, which were colored from green to red. TC-rich repeats: cis-acting element involved in defense and stress responsiveness. TATC-box: cis-acting element involved in gibberellin-responsiveness. LTR:
cis-acting element involved in low-temperature responsiveness. TCA-element: cis-acting element involved in salicylic acid
responsiveness. ABRE: cis-acting element involved in the abscisic acid responsiveness. P-box: gibberellin-responsive element. GARE-motif: gibberellin-responsive element. MBS: MYB binding site involved in drought.
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3.5 Distribution of Cis-Acting elements in AP promoters
Cis-acting elements in promoters are the anchor sites
for regulatory factors, transcription factors, for example. We downloaded 2.5kb sequences upstream each
237 APs and analyzed them through the plant CARE
webserver to identify potential cis-acting elements.
To explore the correlation between gene expression
and the distribution of cis-acting elements, we analyzed nine stress-response related cis-acting elements, including TC-rich repeats (defense and stress)
[26], LTR (low- temperature response) [27], TCAelement(salicylic acid response) [28], ABRE
(abscisic acid response) [29], CGTCA-motif (MeJAresponse) and TGACG-motif (MeJA-response) [30],
P-box (gibberellin-response) [31], GARE-motif
(gibberellin-response) [32] , TATC-box(gibberellinresponse) [33], and MBS (drought-inducible MYB
binding site) [34] (Fig. 4; Supplementary Table S6).
Using Person’s test, we found that the number of
TATC-Box had a significant correlation with the expression levels of APs under the treatment of drought
and heat. The numbers of TCA-element are significantly correlated with expression levels of APs under
the cold stress. The numbers of GARE-motif significantly correlated with the expression levels of APs
under treatments of drought and heat, chitin, cold
stress, Fusarium graminearum inoculation, and multiple experiments using three-leaf-stage leaves regardless of being treated or not (Supplementary Table S7). These results showed that APs play a part in
the developmental processes in wheat and are regulated by phytohormone such as gibberellin.
4. CONCLUSION
Wheat AP genes form different subfamilies conserved in both gene structures and functional motifs.
The expression variations among different APs during development, environmental stresses, and biological stresses suggested that certain APs could play
essential roles in corresponding biological processes.
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